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My dear Son,      Augusta (Maine)
        Jan.y 31. 1821.

     Your letter written at Washington the 1. inst. has been gratefully received.
The long interval between this & your previous favour of the 22. October, had excited some appre-
hensions respecting your health, which are now happily removed.
 With regard to the Presidentʼs “splendid levee” (which seems to be the burden of your letter) &
the attentions shown you by our friends in bringing you into contact with such great personages
                                                                                                                           – perhaps more
& things – is full as much as a rustic “native of Kennebec,” had any right to expect. ^ And altho
I have not seen the splendid levee of the President of the United States at Washington – yet I have 
frequently
attended the less splendid, but perhaps not much less interesting levees of Gen. Washington, while Gen. 
Ro-
          
                                                                                                                                        New York
chambeauʼs army was encamped with ours, towards the close of the revolutionary war, in the State of ^
on the Northriver. Our place for assembling was not the magnificent hall you describe, with its superb 
appendages –– No party-coloured carpetting, the work of peaceful art, to sustain our wear feet –– no
scarlet curtained windows to transmit the softened rays of light - Without chandeliers - without
wine or cake – without music – without ladies! It was a temporary bower cacched for the 
purpose, sufficiently dense overhead to shield from the heat of the sun but not from the rain – supported
by rows of pillars artificially clothed with verdure, from whose open arches we received the pure light
of heaven & its area, sufficiently capacious to contain the mixed assemblage of visitors composing the 
levee, was perfectly covered with a carpet of native green. Now if I may be allowed to compare
[page torn] mall things with great – military with civil – or past with present – perhaps I might think I
[page torn] witnessed a specimen of that “confusion” which you describe – occasioned by greeting, 
crowd-
ing, squeezing & jostling – & particularly when the French officers advanced, whom no obstacle
could prevent from bowing & scraping with homage & respect to the illustrious Washington, who
stood at one end of the bower to be seen, greeted & respected – the pride of the auxilliary, as well as
                                                                  have
of the American forces. ––  But perhaps I ^ dwelt more than enough on scenes whose principal import-
        from
ance is derived ^ splendor & parade, & which dazzle the eye more than they instruct or improve the 
mind.
                                                                                                                                                                         
                                                                                                                                     Permit 



     Permit me therefore, by way of analogy, to moralize a little, before I dismiss the subject. –––
To be conducted by the leadings of the divine Spirit to the presence-chamber of Prince Emmanuel, who sits in
his mercy-seat as King upon the holy hill of Lion – beautiful for situation, the joy of the whole earth,
on the sides of the north – to have that same gracious Conductor take the things of Emmanuel & show
& explain
^ them unto us –– to be introduced to the society of an innumerable company of angels, to the general 
         
               man
assembly of the firstborn which are written in heaven, to the spirits [page torn] ^ made perfect - (for all the
redeemed  in heaven & earth compose but one communion) – to Jesus the mediator of the new covenant
& to the blood of sprinkling which speaketh better things than the blood of Abel. This my dear
Son, far outshines & eclipses all the splendor of earthly courts – when weighed in the balances of the
    & contrasted with spiritual things,
Sanctuary ^ they are lighter than vanity – a mere puff of empty air!
     With regard to the season – We have had a remarkable winter thus far. From about the first
of December, the weather has been unremittingly cold. Not extreme however, if we except the 27.
of Dec. & 25. inst. when the mercury was 24° below zero. The snow has fallen in such small
                                                          been
quantities, that the travelling has not ^ interrupted a single day – & the whole quantity now on the
ground does not exceed 18 inches on a level. The harbours of Boston & Portland are frozen to a
considerable distance – & the Kennebec, at Bath ferry, has been passable on the ice with sleigh & teams
nearly a month. This effect of the cold weather has been occasioned more from the calmness of the
waters & the continuance of the cold, than from its intenseness. The weather now begins to relax.
     It has been & still is a time of general health among us. Two deaths only have taken place 
                                                                                                inst. aged  96,
here within the present year; old Mr. Ballard who deceased on the 7. ^ & Miss Betsey Pettingill
(dau. of W.L.) the last evening. This is a distressed family; Sarah, the other daughter, lies in the
last stages of a consumption, in the same room where her sister died. I have great reason to
be thankful for the continuance of my own health. But my prospects of temporal support are
obscured by the coccision of the pension, which I had hoped to enjoy during the wane of life
What will be provided by divine Providence, I know not; but I ought to place implicit faith
 in the promises –– “Bread shall be given him, his waters shall be sure.”
     Susan writes by this conveyance to a member of Congress, & will probably state to you such
as I have omitted.     From your very affectionate parent

        He. Sewall


